
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of manager banking. If you are looking for an exciting place to work,
please take a look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for manager banking

Develop clear and consistent processes for Client Cards/Visa Debit,
Electronic Payments and Shared Cash Dispensing and manage operational
performance on an end-to-end basis including the continuous improvement
of product processes and related information support tools
Act as a key stakeholder in all related projects and is responsible for the
successful implementation of system and process enhancements while
managing operation risk
Build the Business Requirements to UAT (User Acceptance Testing) and
implementation
Define and operationalize process and procedures required for new
products/services incorporating new technology into process
Accountable for procedure documentation in folios, process maps, operating
guidelines, job aids, including research, analysis, updates/maintenance, key
stakeholder sign off as a result of project/initiative implementation
Accountable for all operational components of internal audits
Create strategies to increase efficiency, decrease cost, and reduce complexity
which support and compliment Canadian Banking Operations
As Subject Matter Expert and process owner, complete detailed analysis of
HEF operations and fulfillment needs/requirements to ensure design and
functionality of the end to end process is client focused and as efficient and
effective as possible
Responsible for clear, concise and accurate completion of detailed process
documentation including operating guidelines, Job Aids, Policy & Procedure
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Draw on deep product/process knowledge and keen operational mindset to
ensure product/process regulatory/compliance reporting requirements are
met and incorporated within the process, mitigating operational risk factors

Qualifications for manager banking

University education or post-graduate education
Client management experience, including a minimum of 3 years’ experience
as a Sr
Experience working with financial service (banking) clients required
Broker dealer or investment company experience a plus
Candidate must be a licensed CPA in the state of New York or New Jersey or
must be able to be licensed in NY or NJ
SEC experience strongly preferred


